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On-Site-Service

  

  

Servicedescription

  

In this service-package our mobile hard disk-shredder will come directly into your company.

  

The responsible staff can personally monitor the data destruction and otherwise they can
document the data destruction process in written form with our colleague.

  

  

You can choose between the following Service-Packages:

  

    
    -  Standard-Service: The destruction of data medium, which include data with normal
protection requirements, will be effected with our shredder in processing stage 1. This shredder
cuts the hard disks in small strips. The results are particle sizes between 300 mm² and 900
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mm². 
The recommendation of the Federal Office for Information Security (German: BSI) is a

particle size till 1,000 mm² after the destruction.   

    
    -  Premium-Service: The destruction of data medium, which include data with high
protection requirements, will be effected afterwards additionally with a secondary crushing
through our shredder in processing stage 2. This shredder is equipped with a single shaft and
an additional strainer insert. The results are particle sizes of max. 225 mm².

The Federal Office for Information Security (German: BSI) recommends for hard disks,
which include data with high protection requirements, a particle size till 300 mm² after the
destruction.

  

  

Due the higher storage density of hard drives and storage media, it is recommendable to align
the process to the smallest possible particle sizes in the mechanical hard drive destruction.

  

We reacted with our PREMIUM SERVICE to these guidelines and we are one of the first
service providers on the market, who is able to implement these guidelines in an on-site-service
for hard disks.

  

The responsible staff can personally monitor the data destruction and otherwise they can doc
ument
the data destruction process 
in written form
on the 
data destruction certificate
with our colleague.

  

  

In addition, we can offer the possibility of a video control from the complete data destruction
process. Our mobile vehicle is equipped with a video camera, which allows you to track the
destruction in real time and you can load the 
movie to an SD-card
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. After the destruction the film can be handed with the SD-card to you. 
The service fee for this service is available on request.

  

  

  

Price
Hard disks will be charged by pieces

  

USB-Sticks, floppy disk, magnetic tape,
CDs, DVDs, E-Proms will be charged by kg

  

The logistic is free of charge.

  

  

We can give you an individual offer.

  

Please send us your enquiry.

  

  

Advantages
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    -  The mechanical data destruction is the most secure method to destruct confidential data   
    -  The mechanical data medium destruction is for our customer apparent, transparent and
creates data security   
    -  The data medium destruction can be controlled personally  
    -  You will get free of charge a data destruction certificate with weight specification and for
your documentation all serial numbers of the hard disks on site.   
    -  Our staff is obliged concerning § 5 Federal Data Protection Act onto the compliance of the
data protection   
    -  The risk of burglary of the hard disk on the route of transport is anticipated by the
On-Site-Service.   
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